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Win-Win situation with recycling glass
Glass recycling is a gain for the environment and
industry
Companies and users profit from the utilization of old
glass through new, innovative product applications
and, as a natural side effect, this also contributes to active environmental protection.
Glass is an ever-present material which offers numerous benefits even once its original use is over. As a
truly global product in terms of application options,
production and recycling, glass is available almost everywhere in sufficient quantities and at favourable conditions.
A study undertaken by FEVE - the European Container
Glass Federation - showed that more than 16 million
tonnes of glass was produced in 2009 by 27 EU countries. The recycling rate in 2009 was 67.42%.
According to FEVE, a continual increase in returns and
recycling was recorded for glass collections in the
study period between 1999 and 2009. The 27 EU
countries, plus Switzerland, Croatia, Norway, Turkey
and the Ukraine were evaluated during this 10 year period. During this ten-year investigation period, glass
collection rose from 56% in 1999 to 67% in 2009 within
the EU.
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FEVE (the European Container Glass Federation) examined the performance of the container glass industry
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in autumn 2010 with regards to sustainability and the
advantages of glass for health. It became obvious that
closed-loop recycling would safeguard the future.
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Glass is particularly suitable for a closed-loop recycling
system, i.e. from “Cradle to Cradle”, as it can be continuously recycled without loss of quality. Unlike other
materials that are subject to downcycling, with the unavoidable final destination as waste for landfill.
With regards to ecological aspects, FEVE refers to the
Life Cycle Assessment (LCA), an initiative by the container glass industry to measure the effects of this industry. The study quantifies the savings made in energy, raw materials and CO2 for every glass recycling
process. Around 30% less energy is required to melt
broken glass in a melting furnace compared to the use
of raw materials. 1.2 tonnes of raw material are saved
and almost 0.7 tonnes CO2 emissions are prevented
per 1 tonne broken glass required to produce 1 tonne
glass.
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PORAVER perfects the recycling process
Not all glass waste can be economically reused in the
glass industry. Broken glass that is, for example, too
small for recycling into new glass is seen as waste and
must be disposed of or placed in landfills.
This is where the production method developed by the
company Dennert Poraver in Schlüsselfeld steps in to
convert these residual products in a special production
method for numerous application and requirement options.
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The constant further development and optimization of
the PORAVER production process now enables the
production of fine-pored spherical granules free of broken granules, with grain sizes ranging from 16 mm to
the microscopically small 0.04 mm diameter.
The overall production volume has also increased
steadily:
- 1992 approx. 5000 tonnes
- 1997 approx. 15,000 tonnes
- 2003 up to 20,000 tonnes
- 2009 saw 35,000 tonnes being produced.
50,000 tonnes are planned for 2013.
The feather-light and extremely heat-insulating Poraver, originally planned for use as a lightweight additive for the production of bricks and walls, is today
used world-wide as the preferred lightweight additive
for construction-chemical products, structural wallpaper, kitchen work surfaces, acoustic panels, facade
carrier panels and chemical industry products.
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New application areas and uses are discovered almost
on a daily basis through the worldwide activities enhanced by Poraver. Be it in the production of highquality plastics, modern ship building or promising tests
in the automotive, aviation and offshore industries.
Dennert Poraver GmbH took another step towards
worldwide availability with the take-over of the Canadian licensee company on 14.02.2011. Future company plans include licensee plants in South America,
Middle East and Asia.
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ing. Results from the European packaging study that
was carried out in September by the international market research company TNS show that 83% of consumer prefer glass to plastic packaging to protect
products from chemical contamination, to store food
and drink healthily (83%) and to support a healthy lifestyle (88%). The study also shows that consumers understand the message and therefore the container industry continues to support the initiative "Friends of
Glass" and its health campaign entitled "Nothing to
Hide".
About FEVE
FEVE (European Container Glass Federation) is the
European Federation of glass packaging and glass tableware manufacturers.
The association represents the container glass industry
at international, but above all at European level, and
acts as a forum for the investigation of generally relevant topics.
FEVE maintains a close dialog with European institutes
and agencies for environmental protection, trade and
other important sectors. The association promotes
glass packaging and glass recycling in addition to the
activities of the glass industry at national level.
The container glass industry in figures
The EU is the world's largest producer of container
glass. In 2009, 159 factories distributed across 23
member states in Europe produced over 20 million
tonnes. The industry employs over 46,000 people.
Research information:
The data are published on the FEVE‐website
(www.feve.org) and on the website of the EU Commission.

Our particular thanks goes to Monika Piber-Maslo,
Public Relations, Austria Glas Recycling GmbH, Obere
Donaustraße 71, A-1020 Vienna, ++43/1/214 49 00 31
Fax: ++43/1/214 49 08, E-mail: pibermaslo@agr.at, www.agr.at, who supported us intensively and fruitfully during our research.
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During the ten-year investigation period, glass collection
rose from 56% in 1999 to 67% in 2009 within the EU.
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Not all glass waste can be economically reused in the
glass industry. This is where the production method developed by the company Dennert Poraver in Schlüsselfeld
steps in to convert these residual products in a special
production method for numerous application and requirement options.
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Broken glass that is, for example, too small for recycling
into new glass is regarded as a waste product and should
be disposed of, or in landfills.
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Poraver is today used world-wide as the preferred lightweight additive for construction-chemical products, structural wallpaper, kitchen work surfaces, acoustic panels,
facade carrier panels and chemical industry products
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What makes the lightweight additive Poraver so attractive
Poraver is the ecologically excellent lightweight additive
made of 100% recycled glass. It is produced in a special
process. The spherical granulate is available in qualities
free of broken granules with diameters ranging from a
microscopic 0.04 mm up to 16 mm.
The Poraver list of advantages includes extremely low
weight and high compressive strength, excellent heat and
sound insulation properties and resistance to alkalis. In
addition Poraver is not combustible, offers no feeding
grounds for bacteria and prevents the risk of silicosis
thanks to the amorphous glass structure. These seamless
quality characteristics make Poraver a proven lightweight
additive.
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Contact for further information:
Philip Brdlik,
Advertising and Public Relations
Dennert Poraver GmbH
Mozartweg 1, 96132 Schlüsselfeld, Germany
Telephone: +49 9552 92977-11
Fax: +49 9552 92977-26
E-mail: info@poraver.de
Internet: www.poraver.de
Media cooperation:
Poraver supports active partnerships in all areas.
This is why Poraver supports, where necessary, the
media in the areas of advertising or printing cost contributions. A possible advertising motive is shown
below.

Publication free of charge, sample copy requested:
PR-Büro & Redaktionsservice,
Dipl.-Ing./Ma.-Kfm. Dietmar Haucke,
Hohenzollernstr. 59, 56068 Koblenz, Germany
Tel.: +49 261 34 0 66,
Mobile: +49 163 64 34 0 66
E-mail: creativ-pr@creativ-pr.de
Internet: www.creativ-pr.de
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